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reviewed by claudia bushman executive director of the delaware heritage commission

eugene england is a well known figure in contemporary mormon
intellectual circles he has influenced a generation of young people
and his voice has been increasingly heard these two volumes of collected
works show a consistent if developing voice over a twenty year period
that speaks for devotion tolerance openness and endurance
who is he england began in the wheat fields of idaho and
became somehow a professor of literature he is a sixties liberal who
is a convinced christian a strong believer in the mormon message and
its saving power who has synthesized those seemingly contradictory styles

and writes about the tension of that life he may have been the first
sensitive mormon man willing to give women more than a fair shake
and known to weep from time to time he is a great confessor who
opens his life and heart to others and encourages reciprocation though
buffeted by the slings and arrows of critics and officials who have not
world view
particularly appreciated his style and despite the fact that his worldview
is basically tragic he maintains a boyish cheerfulness and has not fallen
cormons when the
victim to the bitterness that afflicts other liberal mormons
church has not come around
his letter to a college student illustrates to me the position
he could have moved to he could have adopted the same disillusion
with the churchs
churche refusal to jump on the social welfare bandwagon
he could have been disgusted at preaching to rather than cooking
for hungry people instead he accepts the actual suffering caused by
the church as we attempt our miserable duties and calls it good
in this essay and in why the church Is as true as the gospel
he illustrates what I1 call En glands mormon optimism once
removed or mormon optimism after the fact he considers the
for helping us
church the best medium apart from marriage
gain salvation by grappling constructively with the opposition of
existence why the church Is as true as the gospel 4 hereafter cited
I1
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in fact he goes on to say that the church s characteristic
problems are among its strengths gospel 11 and that steadiness
brings the best rewards most of my profound spiritual manifestations
have come as a natural sequence to the performance of duty in
refiners
re
the church gospel 122 the church itself is the refinery
finers fire
En
englands
glands tempered affirmation is convincing
tofeel more strongly than ever
going to conference made it possible for me tofeek
that the great soul satisfying truths of the gospel and my experiences of love
and growth in the church are much more important than the things that
give me trouble dialogues with myse
myself 112 hereafter cited as dialogues
byse

he is not a mormon optimist a category which affirms simply
that all is for the best these optimists welcome trial as strengthening
and death as salvation if things go well they are being blessed if they

ened to emerge victorious later
chast
chastened
go badly the sufferers are being chasteney
on from their growing experiences england by contrast sees the
evil the unjust suffering the contradiction the inevitability of sin
and while not calling them good sees redemption despite pain and
suffering enhanced by this misery his essay on hawthorne subtitled
the virtue of sin made me think that he might say tis better
to have sinned and repented than never to have sinned at all can
this notion be true the lesson of the garden of eden martin luther
and paul it is a dangerous but appealing idea
the two collections contain essays uneven in length tone and
purpose dialogues with myself seems misnamed as england is not
butpresenting his own point of view though
reflecting inner conflict but presenting
billed as personal essays on mormon experience these books are
collections of occasional pieces many are doctrinal gospel discourses
some seem dated now most were presented as talks at sunstone
symposiums or BYU conferences or were written as chapters for books
or columns for dialogue one was published in the new era despite
an attempt in the introductions to impose a unified shape the books
remain collections
england is at his best 1I think in the shorter more personal pieces
such as his justly celebrated blessing the chevrolet in which he unites
the world of belief in god and the everyday world of failing autos
and uses the power from one to heal the other this synthesis is his
great strength and the piece is faith promoting literature at its best
while also being as in the title outrageous england this stance gives
credibility to his world as in the case where he civilizes such bizarre
doings as the hosanna shout
juanita brooks and most of all
prattjuanita
his role models are orson pratt
joseph smith all of whom suffered for living up to what seemed to
them the best of their inner light and for doing their duty you see
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england the young liberal taking up this cross in the early works
determined to speak the truth as he saw it despite the unpopularity
of the message the deep sense of sinfulness as well as the divine
purpose and mission dialogues 6 he attributes to joseph smith
are poles of his own life the endurance of brigham young and
spencer W kimball inspire him he grapples with the paradoxes of
obedience and inner light and uses several times the mystifying
from joseph smith by proving contraries
con traries truth is made
quotation frornjoseph
manifest
dialogues ix
england stands at the juncture of two cultures it is his identity
as an intellectual academic liberal that causes him to write at all and
his mythic primitive believers stance that informs his content he
defines mormon intellectuals as having the gift that makes them
I
curious about why as well as how anxious to serve the lord by being
dialogues 57 he is at his best when
creative as well as obedient
the tension of these two positions is clear unlike many people who
take strong stands england is always tolerant of other views As he
ssays
T
rue disciples of christ true christians will ignore persecution
true
ays orue
and resist the paranoia it naturally brings will bend their energies to
loving and serving others whatever their differences and thus will
endure and be saved dialogues 190
this is a mormon song of myself an exploration of a personal
world made more universal by definition england has developed an
intricate thought system but also a community where his old pals
turn up it will be possible to trace a whole subculture mormon
people of letters from these essays and references to them 1I keep
wishing for some marginal comments from his wife charlotte who
is so frequently cited
these books are a result of his life but they do not stand
alone as literature apart from that life they are uneven the fruit
of his striving rather than polished gems this is a record of his
odyssey the books are valuable but not good enough to represent
his life which has probably had a greater personal impact than his
1

writings

readers are heartless they dont
want to hear anything again A writer must outdo himself at every
appearance or eyes will glaze over even at the best lines so 1I was less
one ment not my favorite
than thrilled to get another dose of at
atonement
subject 1I even regretted another journey through the wonderful
journal of joseph millett england may have collected more than he
should he would also do well to make his essays more personal his
consideration of shakespeare and hawthorne will not add one jot or
tittle to the stature of those two giants and a reconsideration of what
shakespeare really meant in hamlet and king lear which leads to the

there
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conviction that he was a closet mormon is not helpful to the general
reader
by writing england is taking custody of the future these frank
essays with the authors willingness to reveal himself will be discovered
again and again and will influence many searches by contrast the
influence of some current general authorities with their reluctance
blan dest thoughts to paper will be diminished
blankest
to commit any but the blandest
england has not always been trusted but rebuffs have made him less
guarded rather than more and he continues to speak openly what
he writes is significant future readers will find it invaluable his steady

affirmation is that

the church community is blessed not fractured by those who express
themselves sincerely and openly even their disagreements and their
vulnerability rather than those who keep silent in public but criticize
in private or harbor resentment or guilt or gnaw alone on the bones of
their failures and hurts dialogues 55

this alone
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